Dnr: ___________

RESEARCHER’S CERTIFICATE
This form is to be used to certify that every researcher is fully committed to participate in the research project and responsible for ensuring
observance of contractual obligations. All participating researchers on behalf of the University must sign this certificate once the respective
consortium agreement has been signed. Any newcomer researchers must sign the certificate upon their entry into the project. All signed certificates
shall be registered and archived under the same registration number as the contract with the funder.

Project title:
Funder:

Scheme:

Faculty:

Duration:

Coordinator/PI:

According to the provisions of the grant agreement, the partners must ensure that all appointed researchers are
aware of the terms and conditions of the contracts for the implementation of the project. As the University of
Borås is the formal party to the contract with the Funder and other partners, it is necessary to have individual
acknowledgement from each participating researcher in order to enable the University to fulfil its contractual
obligations.
By signing this form, the researcher declares that he/she has read and understand the agreement(s) covering the
scientific collaborative research for carrying out the project (i.e. the Grant Agreement and, if applicable, the
Consortium Agreement). Furthermore, he/she accepts and agrees to all of its terms and conditions, including
those concerning intellectual property, confidentiality, and dissemination of results in connection with the
implementation of the project. Researchers also have the obligation the keep the Principal Investigator informed
about any event or change of circumstances that may affect the project.
The researcher hereby grants to the University of Borås a licence to use his/her proprietary background
information made available and any generated research results to the extent required for the implementation of
the research project, and in accordance with the terms of the respective agreements.
Borås,

Position:

Signature:

Name:

Grants and Innovation Office
http://www.hb.se/gio

Visiting Address
Allégatan 1
Skaraborgsvägen 3

Telephone
+46 33-435 4000

